Ionic liquids continue to challenge conventional descriptions of liquids and their behaviour. Indeed, the ever-increasing variety of ionic liquid compounds has generated a need for multiple descriptions of the different molecular families, including protic, aprotic, solvate, and metal coordination complex families of ionic liquids, that exhibit very different behaviours. Within families, the balance of long-range electrostatic and short-range dispersion forces plays out in nanoscale heterogeneity that also impacts markedly on properties. In this perspective, we highlight some of the issues in the field that continue to deserve further investigation and development at both the experimental and fundamental levels. We also propose a set of nomenclature abbreviations in an attempt to systematise the plethora of confusing abbreviations that appear in the field. The distinction between ionic liquids, ionic liquid-solvent mixtures, and deep eutectic solvents is also discussed.
Introduction
The ionic liquids field has certainly expanded in the last decade to include an ever-wider swath of application areas both within and beyond chemistry. [1] These applications have been supported in part by a broadening concept of the types of ionic liquids that are possible and the chemistry to synthesise them. Adding to the previously known protic, aprotic, and small number of metal-complex ion families, recent progress has described and characterised (i) solvate ionic liquids formed between a metal salt such as Li[NTf 2 ] (abbreviations are detailed in Table 1 ) and a chelating agent such as tetraglyme that is capable of creating a metal chelate salt of low melting point; (ii) hydrate ionic liquids in which H-bonding interactions between one or both of the ions and a small number of water molecules is sufficient to produce liquids having valuable properties in the biotechnology field; (iii) salts of sophisticated molecular ion structures of importance in the medicinal chemistry field that can be rendered liquid at room temperature by careful choice of anions that disrupt crystal packing via H-bonding and other short-range interactions; and (iv) a wider range of metal-complex ion structures such as [LiX 2 ] À formed by equimolar mixtures of LiX and [C 3 mpyr]X. At the same time, our understanding of the interactions and intermolecular structural aspects of ionic liquids, and the vast variability possible within this broad field, has deepened markedly courtesy of the efforts of numerous physical and theoretical groups applying the most advanced characterisation and computational techniques available.
It was ,10 years ago that Ken Seddon and one of the present authors penned a discussion paper about where some of the fundamental issues lay in the ionic liquids field and where progress was emerging from expert groups around the world in providing insights and resolutions. Here, a decade later, and in the present sad circumstances, it seems appropriate to reconsider the state of the field and where the fundamental issues now lie. Some of the present topics had been the subject of discussions between the authors for several years. We focus here on some of the ongoing fundamental challenges that underlie attempts to quantify properties of practical importance, including thermal stability, toxicity, and electrochemical stability, as well as returning to the thorny issues of ionic pairing and protic ionic liquid stoichiometry. Finally, we put forward some suggestions to put some order into the increasingly chaotic nomenclature abbreviation situation.
Expanding Our Vision of 'What is an Ionic Liquid?'
One of the issues we tackled in 2007 was the still-challenging question of how to deal with the presence of a thermodynamic (that is, intrinsic and unavoidable) equilibrium process in the chemistry of one or both of the ions. Our initial focus was on protic ionic liquids where in some cases unexpected lack of complete proton transfer raised significant and often ignored issues with respect to the reactivity and other properties of these materials. With researchers recently describing other ions formed by equilibrium processes, including 'solvate' ionic liquids, [2, 3] hydrate ionic liquids, [4, 5] and an expanded variety (beyond the archetypical [AlCl 4 ]
À -based systems) of metal co-ordination cations and anions, [6] the general phenomenon has become more commonplace, though not always acknowledged.
The first question that arises is at what point we should consider such an ionic liquid to be a mixture rather than a pure compound. Recognising that most industrial and commercial chemical supplies are always less than 100 % pure, we consider that ionic liquids embodying these equilibrium processes can be considered satisfactorily 'pure' if the equilibria are at least 95 % complete (or 99 % for 'high-purity' investigations). However, although this depends on their application, the nature of the other species that are inevitably present must always be recognised.
An important aspect of this behaviour is that the equilibria involved are temperature-dependent and therefore the concentration of other species can be very significantly different at elevated temperatures. As most of the reactions we are contemplating here are exothermic in the direction of formation of the complex ion from its constituents, the entropy change, DS, is intrinsically negative, so the enthalpy change, DH, needs to be negative to produce a substantially negative free energy change, DG. Therefore, reference to Le Chatelier's principle, in the absence of more substantial thermodynamic data, suggests that elevated temperatures will increase the quantity of the neutral or non-complexed species. This may make the mixture more volatile, which can be useful, but it may also alter chemical and physical properties in unexpected ways.
Clearly, one of the remaining issues here is the lack of relevant thermodynamic data on these equilibrium processes and we commend researchers to the task of further investigations, especially wherever the ionic liquids involved are clearly becoming of longer-term, practical interest. Detailed temperature-dependent NMR or vibrational spectroscopy investigations may be of particular value in this regard.
Looking at the issue of neutral components in these families of ionic liquids brings us to a recognition of the value of purposeful addition of a second, solvent-type component to an ionic liquid in terms of improving properties such as viscosity [54] )
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and conductivity (and cost). Introducing a volatile component obviously increases the flammability but, courtesy of Henry's Law, less so than might be initially expected. Developing this dimension further, several researchers in the last 10 years have explored the important 'middle kingdom' that exists between pure ionic liquids and classical salt-in-solvent solutions. [4, 7, 8] The development of systems into this region of compositions has been described recently by some of us as a 'Fourth Evolution of Ionic Liquids'. [9] One of the important aspects of this vision is that it expands the range of salts that might be involved very considerably, because the salt component need not be a liquid in its pure state. Having the salt as a liquid at the outset may provide higher solubility, but this is certainly not a basic requirement. In his many talks on ionic liquids, Ken Seddon was often heard to quote an enormously large number as the 'number of possible ionic liquids yet to be discovered'; this expanded vision further increases this number, by many orders of magnitude. As the review by Plechkova and Seddon [10] stated: 'At the moment, only about 300 ionic liquids are commercialised, so one can imagine how many opportunities in this field are still undiscovered and why this field of chemistry is so tempting. If there are one million possible simple systems, then there are one billion (10 12 ) binary combinations of these, and one trillion (10 18 ) ternary systems possible!!'
The previous paragraph brings our description of ionic liquids and ionic liquid-based mixtures conceptually close to the much studied 'deep eutectic solvents (DESs)'. The latter are often described as mixtures of salts with H-bonding solvents, the strong interactions in the mixture producing a strongly depressed melting-(or, more accurately, liquidus-) point. Clearly the DESs, as basically two-component salt-solvent mixtures, fit within the previous discussion, albeit as a specific family involving a specific type of solvent (H-bonding) that produces a particular type of melting point behaviour. Nonetheless, it is important to recognise that none of these solvent-based mixtures can be considered to be 'ionic liquids' while there is any significant component of free solvent present that is sufficient to generate a measurable vapour pressure.
The recent reports of high-salt-content ionic liquids (ILs) are also relevant to this expanded definition of ILs, such as equimolar mixtures of Li [fsi] or Na[fsi] in [C 3 mpyr][fsi], [11] or
. [12] The ability to dissolve 50 mol-% or more of a lithium or sodium salt into another salt (including those that are solid at room temperature in the case of [C 2 C 2 pyr][fsi]) can produce liquids with a high 'target ion' concentration and transference number (e.g. Li þ or Na þ for use in lithium or sodium batteries), and markedly different speciation and transport mechanisms compared with dilute systems. This is proving to be an increasingly promising approach to supporting high rate capability Li and Na batteries.
Thermal Stability of Ionic liquids -Not Always What It Seems
Accurately and meaningfully describing the thermal stability of ILs has been an ongoing challenge. The onset, or peak decomposition, temperature (T d ) of an IL from the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) plot is, at best, only an upper limit of thermal stability. [13, 14] In many cases, prolonged exposure of the IL to temperatures well below the onset temperature can result in mass loss due to slight volatility and/or decomposition. An example of such long-term exposure tests of ILs with high thermal stability has been demonstrated by Cassity et al. in their work on tetraarylphosphonium salts. [15] In other cases, the decomposition can cause the IL to become combustible, resulting in a considerably lower flash-point than might be expected. This is typically different to traditional liquids, where the flash point corresponds to the point where a sufficient amount of vapour is emitted to form a combustible mixture with air. In their work on [C 2 mim][EtSO 4 ], Liaw et al. determined the flashpoint for this IL to be at 2478C, whereas the TGA onset temperature for decomposition was reported to be much higher,
. [16] They demonstrated that the vapour pressure of the IL is too low to contribute to the flashpoint; however, a change in the C-N vibrational peak (1109 cm Recently, other types of calorimetric studies, such as accelerating rate calorimetry (ARC) [17] and oxygen bomb calorimetry [18] have been used to detect the instability and potential for thermal runaway in ILs. For example, [C 2 mim][B(CN) 4 ] only shows a tendency to self-heat and enter thermal runaway above 3158C. [17] However, exothermic behaviour of [C 3 mpyr][fsi] is observed to begin from 2108C, well below the onset decomposition temperature observed in the TGA (T d . 3008C). Selfheating [15] behaviour, along with spontaneous pressure increases, were also detected in this case, raising concerns about the safety of this IL in battery electrolytes at elevated temperatures.
Indeed, it seems that much more in-depth use of techniques such as TGA FT-IR, isothermal TGA, [19] ARC, and calorimetric studies is needed to improve our fundamental understanding of the thermal stability of ILs.
Biodegradability and Toxicity -Are We Going Far Enough?
Over the past decade, a significant effort has been made to determine which ILs can be considered to be biodegradable, or not. An excellent review on this topic has been provided by Jordan and Gathergood. [20] For example, it is widely recognised that imidazolium cations with high carbon content, or ions containing ester or certain amide functional groups, can increase biodegradability. [21] However, this increase does not necessarily indicate that the IL is completely, or satisfactorily, biodegradable. As the IL ions can become separately dispersed in the environment, it is necessary to confirm satisfactory degradation of both ions independently. For example, the [C 4 mim] þ cation is designed to be robust and inert to certain chemical conditions; however, as stressed by Jordan and Gathergood, its 'lack of reactivity [has led] to concern that the molecules could be recalcitrant to biodegradation, with limited breakdown in the environment'. [20] Therefore, our aim as researchers must be to design ILs that are completely, as opposed to partially, biodegradable. Moreover, if an IL is biodegradable, then certainly its breakdown products must also be carefully analysed in order to assess its full impact in the environment, even to the extent of understanding microbial and fungal metabolic pathways where the products are unusual in that environment. [10, 22] However, as highlighted by Rogers et al., [23] a single study on a single microorganism is not sufficient to determine the toxicity of an IL. As a result, in any effort to design ILs for industrial applications, there is a dire need for an extensive understanding of the rate, the metabolic pathways, and the potential hazards of their breakdown products both chemically and in the environment.
The conundrum here is that on one hand we are desirous of ILs displaying high chemical and thermal stability as their advantages in many applications, while on the other hand there is an inescapable need for these same ILs to be ultimately biodegradable.
Electrochemistry -A Work in Progress
In an attempt to work towards batteries with high operating voltages, IL researchers have been developing electrolytes with ever wider electrochemical windows. However, the 'electrochemical window' is a fairly useless concept; the important phenomena within it are, rather, the reductive and oxidative limits of stability, separately investigated. These limits reflect important redox processes within the IL, if it is sufficiently free of interfering impurities. The electrochemical stability of an IL can also vary depending on the working electrode used. For example, in comparison with platinum, the electrochemical stability of many ILs has been shown to be higher on glassy carbon. [24, 25] Thus to describe these limits in a meaningful way that can be tabulated and compared across laboratories, it is necessary to define a standard electrode and a standard value of current density (mA cm À2 ) that is used to determine the potential limit (extrapolation of the slope of the rising current in the voltammogram is not satisfactory as the limit obtained is often dependent on the current scale involved). We would suggest 0.1 mA cm À2 on glassy carbon be used as a standard condition. Occasionally, different potential values are nonetheless reported by different researchers for the same IL on the same substrate, raising concerns about the role of impurities and other methodological differences that obscure the true onset potential limits of the IL; the most important issue here is being quite explicit about impurity content and other parameters such as temperature, scan rate, and blanketing gas.
Certain electrolytes based on [NTf 2 ] À and [fsi] À anions have become leading electrolytes in lithium ion and other metalbased battery concepts, producing high efficiency, long-term cycling, high charging capacity, and high temperature stability. [26] Although most researchers have been satisfied with only routine testing of cycling and charging capacity, very little effort has been put towards carefully characterising the stability of the IL in contact with all of the components of the battery. Investigation of the breakdown products at the interface of the lithium metal anode as well as cathodes such as lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO 2 ), under different conditions, is crucial to avoid thermal runaway and improve the overall performance of the battery. As an example of the more fundamental approach that is needed, Girard et al. used various techniques, including magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS NMR) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), to study the solidelectrolyte interphase (SEI) layer on the lithium metal anode on cycling in [P 1,1,1,i4 ] [fsi]. [27] The main breakdown products were found to be reduced species of the [ [28] The limited abundance of lithium metal and the high reactivity of sodium have urged researchers to consider alternative cheaper and sustainable batteries based on magnesium. However, the lower electrochemical potential of magnesium (E [29, 30] and ILs based on these ions should offer important potential in both Li and Mg battery fields.
The electrochemistry of the CO 2 reduction reaction in ILs [31] is an emerging field that has the potential to become an important technology, the IL offering both an ideal capture medium and an electrolysis electrolyte. When based on renewable energy input, this process has the potential to produce valuable products from point sources of waste CO 2 .
[32]
Protic ILs and Stoichiometry -How to Land on a Ledge Half Way Down a Cliff
Protic ILs (PILs) and their potential lack of complete proton transfer was an issue discussed in our original article. [13] Although that has become much more broadly understood, a practical issue with PILs remains -how to ensure and verify exact stoichiometry. The ease of making PILs by simple mixing of acid and base tends to obscure the significant challenge that exists in achieving the exact stoichiometry. The importance of this lies in its consequences; as relatively strong acid and bases are usually involved, a small excess of one over the other can produce a massive difference in effective proton activity or 'pH' (note that the concept of pH is completely valid for indicating proton activity in ILs; what is less straightforward is a relevant standard state for this quantity). In very many applications of ILs, varying proton activity has significant consequences, as seen for example in the work of . [33] Getting this stoichiometry right has been likened to landing on a small ledge half way down a cliff.
This issue generates two practical challenges: first, how do we approach the synthesis of an accurately stoichiometric PIL? Our experience suggests that this requires careful purification of the starting materials and then quantification of one against the other, for example by making standard 0.1 M solutions of each in water and carrying out a standard titration of one against the other. The end point is usually well characterised, but may not be exactly 1.00 : 1.00 mol (as required for a highly pure sample). This represents residual impurities in one of the materials that may not be easily removed. Where acid-base properties are paramount in the PIL, the stoichiometry indicated from this assay can be used in the actual PIL preparation. If the components are at all volatile, it may also be important to limit any drying procedure and carefully determine final composition only after its completion.
The second challenge is to adequately characterise the PIL. This can be achieved by measuring the pH of a 0.1 M solution of a sample of the PIL; the previously determined titration curve allows an estimation of what stoichiometry this pH represents.
Where pH is of strong significance, for example in biochemical and biomaterials studies, use of buffer ILs has been proposed as a useful way to achieve a constant and reproducible pH. [34] Ion Pairs (Do they Exist?), Aggregates, and Ordering
The observation that most ILs have an apparent degree of ionisation (or 'ionicity') less than 100 % is one that has been much discussed over the last decade. [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] Nernst-Einstein equation or Walden rule-based estimations of ionicity lying significantly, and quite variably depending on ion structure, between 10 and 60 % are now commonplace; in some instances, values well below 10 % are observed. Multiple, somewhat overlapping, interpretations have emerged and it is likely that elements of each are valid for any given IL.
First, one of course recognises that the Nernst-Einstein relationship itself is a limiting law for infinite dilution of ions in a solvent. Nonetheless, even if we avoid making any comparison with 'ideal' situations, e.g. 0.01 M KCl in water, there is still a remarkable variation to be explained in the ratio of measured and NMR-derived molar conductivities, L Expt /L NMR , between different ILs, indicating that there is some parameter or effect that is not being captured when we try to link diffusional motion and ion conductivity.
Recognising that 'cross-correlations' [9, 40] of opposite charges have much more significance in conductivity than in diffusivity begins to explain the origins of the effect, but not the vast difference between different ILs. Are cross-correlations a signature of the existence of ion pairs and aggregates? The answer depends on the timescale of the correlation. If it is longlived on the timescale of some observational probe, then we would observe the presence of ion pairs and aggregates. If the cross-correlations are short-lived, but nonetheless frequent in occurrence, then they may have a strong impact on apparent ionicity, but may not be experimentally observable as ion pairs or aggregates depending on the timescale of the observational technique.
A further part of the answer to low apparent ionicity emerges from investigations of the effective charges appearing on the ions. [41] The force fields used in molecular dynamics recognise charge transfer between ions as part of the adjustment of the charges in Coulomb's law that is needed to generate correct thermodynamic and diffusional properties from the simulations. [42, 43] The fractional charge transfer between ions that is involved seems to be strongly correlated with the discrepancy between L NMR and L Expt , because the latter also assumes unit charges on all mobile ions. So, charge transfer effects as seen in molecular dynamics (MD) would also be expected to show up as at least one cause of 'low ionicity'. [41] This casts a somewhat different light on this term, but it remains a meaningful description of the situation, i.e. the ions are not as ionic as we might think. However, although fractional charges are a parameterised fixture in MD force fields, they also appear as a consequence of orbital overlap between ions in ab initio calculations of clusters of ions. This overlap requires a spatial correlation between the ions for at least a short period of time; to achieve the average fractional charge required, any ion must spend a large fraction of its life involved in such correlations. At this point, it seems that we once again are identifying the existence of ion-ion correlations that have significant impact on charge-related properties (conductivity, pressure) and that these may be very fleeting, or could be quite long-lived.
Ultimately then, what determines the lifetime of these correlations? In ILs based on the large [P 6, 6, 6, 14 ] þ cation, one of the largest known in the broad families of IL cations, we associated the low apparent ionicities (typically of the order of 10 %) with a likely enveloping of the anion in the free volume within the dynamic radius of the cation. [35, 44] In other words, steric factors inhibit independent motion of the cation and anion, creating a long-lived correlation. Any other interionic interaction (e.g. H-bonding, longchain van der Waals interactions, dispersion forces) [45] can equally have the same effect. More localised charges, for example on carboxylate anions, will also interact more strongly with a single cation, creating stronger, and potentially longer-lived, ion pairs and aggregates. However, more common ILs such as [C 2 mim] [NTf 2 ] are likely not impacted by these effects and long lived ion-ion correlations are absent in such ILs.
A further component of this behaviour is recognised by the concept of nanoscale structure in ILs with butyl side chains or longer displaying aggregation of the alkyl chains into non-polar domains (excluded from the charged domains). With increasing alkyl chain length, these non-polar domains proliferate and become more connected. As the ratio of non-polar domains to the charged domains increases, the overall structure becomes non-polar with small domains of polarity. [46] Such domains could be expected to impact differently on diffusive motions as compared with conductive (charge transfer) motions and thereby contribute to a low value of ionicity.
Finally, the introduction of a surface can dramatically change the correlations in an IL. [47, 48] The interaction with a surface induces additional ordering, and the difference between the interfacial structure and the bulk can vary significantly depending on the nature of the surface (e.g. metal or non-metal), and whether it is charged or uncharged. The involvement of a surface is very important for various industrial applications, such as the mercury removal process involving supported IL phases (SILPs). [49, 50] The behaviour of ILs at charged surfaces is, of course, fundamental to understanding their electrochemical behaviour and thus is an area that warrants significant further investigation. Understanding this behaviour, which includes how far into the bulk the ordering extends, its dependence on an applied field, and for how long the structural changes remain once the field is changed or removed, requires simulations over quite large time and length scales and further use of the sophisticated in situ characterisation techniques applied in recent years by Atkin and coworkers. [51] A related concept, of growing interest, is the confinement of ILs into pores or as thin films, using materials such as metal-organic frameworks, silica or carbon materials. [52, 53] Confinement can produce strong interactions between the IL and the host, inducing significant changes in physicochemical properties that benefit applications such as catalysis, lubrication, and electrochemistry.
Nomenclature -A Work in Progress
One of the issues that still remains in the field is nomenclature. 
Concluding Remarks
In this short discussion paper, we have revisited several old challenges and aired some views on some emergent issues in the understanding of the field of ILs. With an ever-increasing number of papers being published every year, it is important that nomenclature and basic experimental data reporting become standardised. To that end, we have discussed the further depth and refinement that is emergent in basic studies of thermal stability, electrochemical stability, and environmental biodegradation. At the same time, the scope of systems that are being studied under the banner of IL systems is broadening markedly to include various mixtures. Though they can be of considerable practical importance, we emphasise the fact that in many cases these are no longer pure ionic phases and that the second, molecular component alters properties and increases complexity in most respects. Nonetheless, their richness of potential properties as yet unrealised adds an important new dimension to the field and we commend researchers to the task of deeper fundamental studies of these fascinating materials and mixtures.
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